Enabling Energy Efficiency
For every property manager or owner, remote monitoring of energy consumption is a key step
towards energy efficiency. For more than 5 years, IndexView™ by SIlentSoft is THE out-of-the-box
solution for smart metering.

Property Owners

Energy Consultants

Follow your energy
consumption to adapt your
heating configuration
based on occupant needs
and optimise the energy
consumption of your real
estate park.

Remotely manage and
promote energy
optimisation investments
for your customers using our
online consumption
monitoring services.

Property & Real Estate
Managers
Offer your clients
valuable additional
services with real-time
energy optimisation or
regular energy
consumption billing.

How does it work?
Adapted to Your Meters
We maintain a network of certified
technicians who identify, on every site, the
exact type of meter in order to install the
appropriate SilentSoft interface. We have
the right solution, whatever the type of
meter (pulse or digital interface) and
whatever the energy source (water, gas
electricity, heating pump).

Measurements & Communication
We deploy the latest generation of interfaces on
your meters to make precise consumption
measurements, several times per day. In each
building, SilentSoft modules send the
measurements to our Energy Logger™, the
SilentSoft telemetry concentrator equipped with a
SIM card and a mobile subscription, which
transmits the readings to our secure servers on a
regular basis.

SilentSoft offers a turnkey
solution: simply give us the
locations of your buildings and
we'll take care of everything!

Data Processing
Our installers return on site to compare the
measurement reliability of each module, which
guarantees measurements made with Swiss
precision! Our servers manage hundreds of
thousands of readings per day and automatically
calculate the energy consumption of each of your
buildings.

Our Customer Service
Our customer service team are project
managers who oversee your installation
campaigns, monitor your telemetry park,
follow maintenance interventions and
answer any questions you may have.

For more information and advice on our solutions, visit our website ;
we are at your service!

MySilentSoft®
Our new online portal MySilentSoft® allows you
to follow the consumption of your meters and
track any potential anomalies. It allows you to
analyse the energy consumption of each and
every one of your buildings. These should be the
first steps in investing in an energy optimisation
program.

